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aspect of oxocarbons: open-shell
character of 4- and 5-membered oxocarbon
derivatives showing near-infrared absorption†

Takeshi Maeda, *a Taishi Oka,a Daisuke Sakamaki, b Hideki Fujiwara, *b

Naoya Suzuki, a Shigeyuki Yagi, a Tatsuki Konishicd and Kenji Kamada *cd

Oxocarbon derivatives consisting of 4- and 5-membered rings, referred to as croconaine and squaraine

dyes and regarded as closed-shell molecules, are found to have an intermediate open-shell character

from the experimental results of 1H-NMR, ESR spectroscopy, SQUID magnetometric analysis, and X-ray

crystallography. We employed two chalcogenopyrylium moieties with O and S chalcogen atoms as

substitutions on oxocarbons. The singlet–triplet energy gaps (DES–T) associated with the degree of

diradical nature are smaller for croconaines than for squaraines and smaller for thiopyrylium than for

pyrylium groups. The diradical nature impacts the electronic transition energy that decreased with

a decreasing degree of diradical contribution. They exhibit substantial two-photon absorption in the

region over 1000 nm. The diradical character y of the dye was determined experimentally from the

observed one- and two-photon absorption peaks and the triplet energy level. The present finding

provides new insight into diradicaloids with the contribution of non-Kekulé oxocarbon and also

showcases the correlation between the electronic transition energy and their diradical character.
Introduction

A singlet diradicaloid is a molecule in which the two antiparallel
electrons are partially coupled but not fully coupled in the ground
state.1 The degree can be expressed using the diradical character y
of an intermediate value between 0 and 1, where y = 0 and 1
represent closed-shell and open-shell electronic structures,
respectively.2 Then, the bond order represented by 1− y is between
1 and 0, meaning partial dissociation of the chemical bond.3 The
electrons in such partially dissociated bonds are weakly bound to
nuclei and easily uctuate. Because of this, singlet diradicaloids
exhibit intriguing functionalities such as electric conductivity,
optical nonlinearity including two-photon absorption (TPA), and
singletssion.4–6Over the last two decades, diverse classes of stable
diradicaloids have been demonstrated including quinoidal
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polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, quinoidal oligothiophenes, and
graphene fragments.4,7 The open-shell character in this class of
diradicaloids is known to arise from the recovery of Clar's aromatic
sextet rings (Fig. 1A–D). Furthermore, singlet diradicaloids have
become an important concept recently inmanyelds of chemistry.
For example, acenes were once recognized as closed-shell
Fig. 1 The electronic structure of quinodimethane drawn with the
resonance of closed-shell and open-shell structures (A). Typical
examples of diradicaloids, quinoidal oligothiophenes (B),7a quinoidal
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (C),4 and graphene fragments (D)7b

illustrated in their open-shell resonance forms. A donor–accepter
conjugated polymer (E)9 and diketopyrrolopyrrole derivatives (F)10

showing the intermediate open-shell character (A).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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molecules described with a Kekuĺe-type structure; however, singlet
diradicals formed in the resonance structures can explain the
instability of oligoacenes (pentacene or longer) and reactive sites of
short acenes (such as anthracene).8 More recently, some groups
demonstrated that donor–accepter conjugated polymers and
diketopyrrolopyrrole derivatives, generally known as closed-shell
species, exhibited the intermediate open-shell character that
impacted their optoelectronic properties (Fig. 1E and F).9,10 Thus,
reviewing closed-shell molecules from the viewpoint of singlet
diradicaloids can provide us with a new aspect in understanding
their molecular properties.

Oxocarbons (CO)n, cyclic polycarbonyls or oxa derivatives of
radialenes, as shown in Fig. 2A, have attracted chemists' interest
for more than a century because not only of their highly symmetric
structure but also of their unique properties.11 The derivatives with
four- and ve-membered rings, squaric acid (n = 4) and croconic
acid (n = 5), in which all of the carbon atoms are bonded to
carbonyl and enol oxygen atoms (Fig. 2B),12 undergo dehydration
reactions following conjugated addition with nucleophiles to give
squaraine and croconaine dyes with p-conjugation chains in their
two arms.13 They have been extensively studied and applied as
functional dyes in various optoelectronic applications such as
photoconductors, nonlinear optics, solar cells, and
photodetectors.14–18 Some of the oxocarbon derivatives were known
to show strong absorption at long wavelength as in the deep red or
near infrared (NIR) region.19 Fabian et al. pointed out in the late
80s that the diradical nature of the compounds shis the
absorption to a longer wavelength by increasing diradical char-
acter and suggested that squaraines and croconaines have such
Fig. 2 Neutral oxocarbons (CO)n (A). Conjugated acids of oxocarbon
bianions (CO)n

2− (B). General resonance structures including zwitter-
ionic, mesomeric, and non-Kekulé forms for the present croconaine
dyes (CR1a–b, C) and squaraine dyes (SQ1a–b, D). Non-Kekulé dir-
adical parts are shown in red. Oxyallyl (OXA) parts are shown in a green
round box.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a diradical nature represented with non-Kekuĺe structures (in red,
Fig. 2C and D).20 Their diradical forms can also be viewed as
oxyallyl (OXA) radicals, known to be the reaction intermediate of
enduring interest.21 In spite of the pioneering work and the
following contributions based on theoretical calculations,22 these
dye molecules have been considered and treated as closed-shell
species because no experimental evidence has been presented, to
the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we shed light on the
diradical character of squaraine and croconaine dyes to obtain a
deeper understanding of strong one-photon absorption (OPA) and
TPA of squaraine and croconaine dyes, especially in the context of
the relationship between NIR-absorption and the diradical
nature. We synthesized squaraine and croconaine dyes with
chalcogenopyrylium moieties for two variations of chalcogen
atoms of X = O and S with different electron affinities. Resonance
structures of these four dyes formally can be drawn as zwitterionic,
mesomeric, and non-Kekuĺe forms (Fig. 2C and D). The singlet
diradical nature is expected from the contribution of the non-
Kekuĺe forms. From the results of 1H-NMR, ESR, X-ray
crystallography, and DFT calculations, we claried that these
dyes can be regarded as singlet diradicaloids, which supports the
theoretical prediction. The inuences of the number of the ring
member (n = 4, 5) and chalcogen atoms (X= O, S) in the terminal
groups on the absorption and diradical character are also inves-
tigated. The characteristic strong NIR OPA peaks with different
wavelengths were observed. The TPA spectra showed a systematic
correspondence with the OPA peaks depending on the symmetry
selection rule and its break by vibronic coupling. With the
spectroscopic information of OPA, TPA, and ESR, diradical
character y0 of the dye molecules is experimentally determined,
supporting the intermediate diradical nature of these molecules.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and NMR measurements

Croconaine dyes with pyrylium (X = O, CR1a) and thiopyrylium
components (X = S, CR1b) were synthesized by condensation of
the corresponding chalcogenopyrylium salts with croconic acid
(see ESI†). Squaraine dyes with pyrylium (SQ1a) and thiopyrylium
(SQ1b) were also prepared by the same method.23 They are stable
in the solid state even at high temperature, and also stable in
solution under dark conditions (Fig. S1†), and therefore allowed
us to measure reliable 1H-NMR, ESR, and electronic absorption
spectra as well as magnetometry using a superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID). However,CR1a–b and SQ1a
gradually decomposed in solution in ambient air and light with
half-life values in the range from 9 to 61 h, although SQ1b did not
decompose at all (Fig. S2†).

Singlet diradicaloids have smaller excitation energy;20 thus
singlet–triplet energy gaps (DES–T) between the singlet ground
state and the triplet state become smaller and may allow
thermal excitation to the triplet state from the singlet ground
state. Due to the thermally populated triplet species, singlet
diradicaloids generally exhibited unique temperature depen-
dence in the 1H-NMR spectrum.7b–e It is interesting to note that
at 293 K or higher, no proton signals were observed for CR1a–
b in the aromatic region (7.0–11.0 ppm) while broad signals
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1978–1985 | 1979



Fig. 4 ESR spectra of the powder samples CR1a (A, g = 2.003), CR1b
(B, g = 2.006), and SQ1b (C, g = 2.005) and temperature–IESRT plots
based on ESR data of CR1a (red), CR1b (blue), and SQ1b (orange) (D);
the dotted lines are the fitted plots by using the Bleaney–Bowers
equation.
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attributed to a methine proton (6.4–6.8 ppm) were observed
(Fig. 3, S3 and S4†). The broad signals that appeared in the
aromatic region became more intense and sharper with
decreasing temperature. At 213 K, only sharp signals attributed
to cisoid and transoid conformers were observed for CR1a–b. In
the same manner, SQ1a–b showed distinct proton signals
attributed to cisoid and transoid conformers below 253 K. The
signals in the aromatic region (6.0–10.0 ppm) became broader
at 273 K and higher in CDCl3 (Fig. S5 and S7†), and then dis-
appeared at a temperature over 403 K in DMSO-d6 (Fig. S6 and
S8†). We conrmed that the disappeared proton signals were
recovered with a decrease in temperature. The temperature
dependence in 1H-NMRwas similar to that in diradicaloids with
thermally accessible triplet states.7 The temperature at which
the signal broadening starts is 383 K for SQ1a, 293 K for SQ1b,
293 K for CR1a, and 253 K for CR1b (Fig. S3–S8†), so DES–T is
considered to become smaller in this order.

ESR and SQUID measurements

The triplet species of these dyes were also observed by ESR spec-
troscopy (Fig. 4). Broad ESR signals were observed at g = 2.003 for
CR1a, g = 2.006 for CR1b, and g = 2.005 for SQ1b. The product of
ESR intensity (IESR) and temperature (T) decreased with a decrease
in temperature. The careful curve tting of the temperature-
dependent IESRT values by using the Bleaney–Bowers equation
(see Section 4 in ESI†)24 gaveDES–T of 0.170, 0.129, and 0.100 eV for
SQ1b, CR1a, and CR1b, respectively (Fig. 4D). Thus, ESR studies
can be considered experimental indications of the presence of
thermally populated triplet species CR1b, CR1a, and SQ1b. For
SQ1a, the Bleaney–Bowers analysis could not be adapted because
of its very weak ESR signals. The signal appeared above 383 K,
showing that the thermally excited triplet state was generated at
this temperature or higher (Fig. S9†). The signal intensity was
much weaker than those of the other three dyes, suggesting that
SQ1a has larger DES–T than the others.
Fig. 3 Variable temperature 1H-NMR spectra (CDCl3, 213–333 K) of
CR1b.

1980 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1978–1985
Furthermore, SQUID measurements were carried out for the
solid sample of the present dyes (Fig. S10†). Similar to the variable-
temperature (VT)-ESR data, the product of the molar magnetic
susceptibility (cM) and temperature (T) for CR1a, CR1b, SQ1a, and
SQ1b increased with an increase in temperature. From the tting
of the cMT plots with the Bleaney–Bowers equation, the DES–T was
given as 0.179 eV (2080 K) for SQ1a, followed by 0.163 eV (1890 K)
for SQ1b, 0.13 eV (1500 K) forCR1a, and 0.107 eV (1240 K) forCR1b
(Fig. S10†). The temperature dependence observed in 1H-NMR and
ESR, and SQUID magnetometry proved that the present dyes have
sufficiently small DES–T enabling thermal excitation from the
singlet ground state to the triplet state. Thus the small DES–T value
is associated with the diminishment of the covalency of p-bonds
and hence suggests an increasing degree of the diradical character
for the present dyes.
X-ray structures

To obtain structural information, X-ray crystallographic analysis
was carried out for the single crystals of CR1b, SQ1a, and SQ1b
recrystallized from CHCl3/hexane solution (Fig. 5, S11, Tables S1
and S2†). CR1b adopts a highly planar cis conformation. The C–C
bond distances of the underside of the oxyallyl ring shown in
Fig. 5A were close to the C(sp2)–C(sp2) bond length (C15–C19, C18–
C19: 1.47 Å), whereas the C–C bond distance of the upper side of
the oxyallyl ring was close to the C(sp3)–C(sp3) bond length (C16–
C17; 1.51 Å). This indicates that the C–C bonds on the underside
comprise the p-conjugated system. SQ1a adopts a trans confor-
mation in the crystalline state. The C–C bond lengths at the
cyclobutenedione component ranged from 1.46 to 1.49 Å, showing
that the entire cyclobutenedione skeleton incorporates the p-
conjugated system. Interestingly, the crystal of SQ1b with thio-
pyrylium components contained both the trans conformer andC2v-
symmetric cis conformer. This substantiates the assignment of 1H-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Single crystal X-ray structures at 293 K and C–C bond lengths
(in Å) of CR1b (A), SQ1a (B), and cis SQ1b (C) with thermal ellipsoids at
50% probability. Solvent molecules and hydrogen atoms are omitted
for clarity. The packing structure of the transoid (green) and cisoid
(purple) isomers of SQ1b (D).
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NMR spectra where two series of signals attributable to transoid
and cisoid conformations were observed at low temperature.
Bond length alternation analysis

Bond-length alternation (BLA) analysis was employed to obtain
deeper insights into the diradical character of the present dyes.
Here we focus on the difference in the averaged bond length along
the oxyallyl part, DD = ave(g, p) − ave(h, q), where ave(a, b) means
the arithmetic average of the lengths of bonds a and b. Bonds g, p
(outer) and h, q (inner) are shown in Fig. 6. For closed-shell
structures (zwitterionic, a, and b forms in Fig. 6), DD =

0 because (g, p) and (h, q) are the pairs of double (short) and single
(long) bonds and give the same value. For diradical structures (g
and d forms), DD s 0 since the outer (g, p) and inner (h, q) bonds
Fig. 6 Resonance structures ofCR1a–b and SQ1a–b. Red-highlighted
parts indicate methine parts (bonds g, h, p, and q) with bond length
alternation. Blue-highlighted parts are chalcogenopyrylium rings in
which unpaired electrons are delocalized. The difference between
bond lengths at methine parts DD is obtained as follows; DD =

(averaged length of g, p) − (averaged length of h, q).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
are not equivalent.More precisely,DD < 0 for g form andDD > 0 for
d form. This is because for the d form, g and p (outer) are single
bonds, h and q (inner) are double bonds (red-highlighted), and
unpaired electrons were located on chalcogenopyrylium compo-
nents (blue-highlighted). Opposite things occur for the g form. We
calculated DD from the bond lengths of the X-ray structures of
CR1b, SQ1a, and SQ1b and found thatDD > 0 for all dyes (Table 1).
This suggests that the d form makes a more signicant contribu-
tion to their resonance structure than the g formwhich we initially
envisioned according to the prediction in the literature.20 This idea
was supported by the full analysis of the resonance of diradical
structures of CR1a–b, where the resonance is composed of nine
d forms with DD > 0, three g forms with DD < 0, and twelve forms
with DD = 0 (Fig. S12†). For SQ1a–b, the number of resonance
forms with DD > 0 (form d) is also larger than that with DD <
0 (Fig. S13†). From the perspective of the number of resonance
forms, the present dyes have large contribution from the diradical
d form with DD > 0, that is, the outer bonds (g, p) are longer than
the inner bonds (h, q).

The BLA analysis was also supported by the DFT calculations
carried out at the CAM-(U)B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. For CR1b, the
experimental DD value from the X-ray structure (0.0250 Å) was
found to be between those for the DFT-optimized structures of
the closed-shell singlet states (0.0032 Å) and the open-shell
triplet states (0.0353 Å) (Tables 1 and S3†). This also sup-
ported the substantial contribution of the diradical resonance
forms d of these dyes. DD from X-ray structures is increased in
the following order: SQ1a < SQ1b < CR1b.

The BLA analysis of the chalcogenopyrylium components
shows the contribution of the d-form open-shell diradical in which
unpaired electrons were delocalized over chalcogenopyrylium
skeletons (Tables S3–S6†). Indeed, nucleus independent chemical
shi (NICS) calculations (UB3LYP/6-31G*) predicted a slightly
negative value (−2.8 to −2.0) for the chalcogenopyrylium rings
(Fig. 7 and S14†), suggesting that they exhibit a non-aromatic
nature and have pyran-like and thiopyran-like structures.25 Their
spin densities at the open-shell singlet states calculated at the
CAM-UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level are mainly distributed to the
methine carbons as well as chalcogenopyrylium skeletons
(Fig. S15†). This also supports the contribution of diradical d-form.
Correlation between band gaps and transition energy

Diradical nature impacts not only the structure but also the energy
level of a molecule. Based on a qualitative interpretation using
simplistic perturbation principles, Fabian et al. stated that the
energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO decreases; therefore
the electronic transition energy decreases as the contribution of
diradical nature increases (Fig. 8A).20 The intermediate electronic
structures between the closed-shell and open-shell singlet (dir-
adical) states, thus, help to realize the physical properties of
functional dyes that have sufficiently reduced electronic transition
energies corresponding to the NIR region.

HOMO–LUMO energy gaps were estimated from the oxida-
tion and reduction potentials obtained by cyclic voltammetry of
the dyes (Fig. S16†). As for open-shell singlet diradicaloids re-
ported to date, CR1a–b and SQ1a–b have small bandgaps of
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1978–1985 | 1981



Table 1 Differences between the average length of bonds g, p and average length of h, q, i.e., DD = ave(g, p) − ave(h, q), obtained from X-ray
structures, optimized closed-shell singlet structures, and optimized open-shell singlet/triplet structures of CR1b and SQ1a–b. Here, ave(a, b) is
defined as the averaged bond length of bonds a and b

DD/Å

X-raya Closed-shell singletb Open-shell singletc Tripletc

CR1b 0.025 0.0032 0.0241 0.0353
SQ1a 0.0029 −0.0123 −0.0027 0.0448
SQ1b (transoid) 0.019 −0.007 0.0135 0.0577
(Cisoid) 0.025 −0.0074 0.0134 0.0576

a Obtained from X-ray structures measured at 293 K. b Obtained from optimized closed-shell singlet structures calculated at CAM-RB3LYP/6-
31G(d,p). c Obtained from optimized open-shell singlet and triplet structures calculated at CAM-UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p).

Fig. 7 Mulliken spin density maps of open-shell singlet states forCR1b
(top) and cisoid SQ1b (bottom) calculated at the CAM-UBLYP/6-
31G(d,p) level of theory with an isovalue of 0.002 (green: up spin; blue:
down spin). NICS(1) values of thiopyrylium rings constituting CR1b and
SQ1b calculated at GAIO UB3LYP/6-31G* are shown in red.

Fig. 8 (A) Relationship between transition energy and open-shell
character. y0 indicates diradical character. Adapted from ref. 20 with
some modifications. ©2003 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (B) Electronic
absorption spectra (CHCl3, c = 1 × 10−5 M) of CR1a (red), CR1b (blue),
SQ1a (green), and SQ1b (orange).
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<0.8 eV and <1.2 eV, respectively (Table S7†). The small HOMO–
LUMO energy gaps are expected to lead the long wavelength
electronic absorption spectra. Actually, CR1a and CR1b dis-
played intense NIR absorptions with maxima at 845 nm and
954 nm, respectively (Fig. 8B). SQ1a–b also exhibited sharp and
intense absorptions on the higher energy side in comparison to
croconaine dyes (710 nm for SQ1a and 810 nm for SQ1b).

A closer look at the absorption edges of CR1a and CR1b
(Fig. S17†) shows broad shoulder peaks that exist at 900–1600 nm,
which can be attributed to the low-lying double exciton states
found in open-shell singlet diradicals.26 The absorption edges of
SQ1a and SQ1b were somewhat broad and observed at around
800–1000 nm. The optical band gaps calculated from the onsets of
absorption bands were roughly in agreement with the HOMO–
LUMO gaps estimated by electrochemical measurements (Table
S7†). The transition energy calculated at absorptionmaxima (lmax)
decreases in the following order: SQ1a > SQ1b >CR1a >CR1b. This
is in the same order as the decreasing DES–T values obtained from
VT-ESR and SQUID measurements and is in the reverse order of
their bond length differences at methine parts (DD) observed in
the X-ray structure. Both DES–T and DD are correlated to the dir-
adical character of the present dyes. Thus, according to the
perturbation principle depicted in Fig. 8A, the contribution of
1982 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1978–1985
diradical forms increased with a decrease in their transition
energies.
Two-photon absorption

The intermediate open-shell character can also be understood as
a diminishment of covalency at the p-bonds, allowing the electron
distribution along the p-conjugated system to distort more easily.
As a result, molecules with an intermediate open-shell character
have an enhanced third-order nonlinear optical response and
consequently two-photon absorption (TPA) activity.3,5 This moti-
vated us to study the TPA properties of the present dyes. TPA
spectra were measured by using the femtosecond Z-scan method
(see the ESI†). Typical Z-scan traces are shown in Fig. S18–S21.† All
dyes showed the TPA spectra in which a sharp and intense band
was located at a shorter wavelength and a broad and weak band at
longer wavelengths except for CR1a (Fig. 9). At wavelengths shorter
than 1300 nm, CR1a showed clear saturable absorption (SA) of
OPA (Fig. S22A†), which interfered with determining TPA cross-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Excitation energy at one- and two-photon absorptions,
energy of the triplet state and experimental y-values derived from eqn
(1)

Compd Eopa
a (eV) ET

b (eV) ETPA
d (eV) y0,exp

e y0,calc
f

CR1a 1.46 0.129 NA NA 0.63
CR1b 1.30 0.100 1.92 0.220 0.70
SQ1a 1.74 0.179c 2.62 0.197 0.35
SQ1b 1.53 0.170 2.26 0.201 0.44

a Transition energy of the one-photon-allowed excited state from the
one-photon absorption peak. b Energy level of the triplet state based
on ESR measurements. c Energy level of the triplet state based on
SQUID magnetometry measurements. d Transition energy of two-
photon-allowed excited state. The value for CR1a is not available
because the peak was not observed by saturable absorption.
e Diradical character calculated using eqn (1). f Diradical character
obtained by quantum chemical calculations in ref. 22a.
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section s(2). The other three dyes also showed SA (Fig. S22B–D†)
but their wavelengths at which SA appeared were much shorter
than that of CR1a. The sharp bands have relatively large s(2) with
values of 750 ± 100 GM (where 1 GM = 10−50 cm4 s molecule−1

photon−1) at 1310 nm for CR1b, 86 ± 15 GM at 965 nm for SQ1a,
and 370± 90 GM at 1100 nm for SQ1b. The order is CR1b > SQ1b,
> SQ1a. The croconaine dye has larger values than the squaraine
dyes and the dye with a stronger electron-withdrawing group (X =

S) has larger s(2) than the dye with a weaker one (X= O) of the two
squaraine dyes. The absolute values of these s(2)s are not extraor-
dinarily high; however, the peak s(2) value ofCR1b (750 GM at 1310
nm) was found to be of similar magnitude to that of the reported
polymethine dye with a long p-conjugation chain and very strong
acceptors (tricyanofuryl) at both ends (890 GM at 1590 nm,
compound 2 in ref. 27). This fact suggests that the croconaine dye
has unusually large s(2) by taking account of the conjugation
length and acceptor strength. The intermediate diradical character
of the dyes may contribute to enhancing s(2). In contrast to the
sharp bands, the broad TPA bands were much weaker and in the
order of tens of GMs (40 GM at around 1150 nm for CR1a, 60–100
GM at around 1400–1650 nm for CR1b, 30–40 GM at 1300 nm for
SQ1a, and 70 GM at around 1500 nm for SQ1b). Interestingly, the
transition energies of the broad band agreed with those of the 0–1
vibrational subpeaks of OPA. This correspondence suggests that
the broad TPA bands can be assigned to partially allowed transi-
tions because of vibronic coupling of the TPA-forbidden transi-
tion.28 The absence of such peaks in the simulated TPA spectra
based on the quantum chemical calculations without considering
Fig. 9 Two-photon absorption (TPA) spectra in two-photon absorp-
tion cross section s(2) (symbols, left and bottom axes) of (A) CR1a, (B)
CR1b, (C) SQ1a, and (D) SQ1b in CHCl3 together with the corre-
sponding one-photon absorption (OPA) spectra in absorbance A
(dashed curves, right and top axes). lTPA and lOPA are the excitation
wavelengths of TPA and OPA. They are plotted so that lTPA comes at
the same horizontal position of 2 × lOPA, resulting in the same tran-
sition energies for TPA and OPA comes at the same horizontal posi-
tion. Open symbols and the filled symbols with error bars mean that
the s(2) data were obtained by the different measurement procedures
(wavelength scan and power scan, respectively; see the ESI† for
details).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the vibrational coupling (Fig. S23 and Section 14 in the ESI†) also
supports this interpretation.

Estimation of diradical character y0

From the information on the peak position of TPA-allowed tran-
sition and DES–T by ESR measurements, diradical character y0 can
be determined experimentally by using the relation,29

y0 ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�

�
EOPA � ET

ETPA

�2
s

(1)

where EOPA is the energy level of the OPA-allowed excited state
obtained from the OPA peak, ETPA is the energy level of the TPA-
allowed excited state obtained from the sharp TPA peak, and ET
is the energy level of the triplet state, i.e., the singlet–triplet energy-
gap itself (=DES–T). The obtained y0 values are around 0.2 as listed
in Table 2 and fall in the range of intermediate diradical character.
The experimental y0 values obtained using eqn (1) are known to be
approximately half the values of the theoretical calculations based
on the occupation number of the natural orbitals.30 In fact, SQ1b
falls on the correlation line perfectly and CR1b deviates more or
less but is close to the correlation line in the plots of experimental
y0 values with theoretical y0 values obtained from the literature
(Fig. S24 and Table S9†).22a These facts also support that the
croconaine and squaraine dyes have singlet diradical character.
The number of reported data points of the experimental y0 is still
limited, so these results are important to accumulate for a better
understanding of the correlation.

Conclusions

Four- and ve-membered oxocarbon derivatives, croconaine dyes
(CR1a–b) and squaraine dyes (SQ1a–b) bearing chalcogenopyry-
lium moieties with O and S chalcogen atoms were employed to
demonstrate the intermediate open-shell character. The present
dyes exhibit unique temperature-dependent magnetic properties
in 1H-NMR, ESR spectra, and SQUID magnetometry. The singlet–
triplet energy gaps (DES–T) estimated from the temperature
dependence in the ESR study are small enough to allow thermal
excitation to triplet states. Thus, themagnetic properties prove that
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1978–1985 | 1983
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they are intermediate open-shell singlet molecules with thermally
accessible triplet states. The bond length analysis by using the
difference in the averaged bond length along the oxyallyl part, DD,
combined with theoretical calculations also indicates that the
diradical form in which unpaired electrons were located on chal-
cogenopyrylium components contributes to the intermediate dir-
adical nature. These dyes exhibited prominent NIR one-photon
absorption. The transition energy is correlated to the DD and the
DES–T values, indicating that the contribution of diradical forms for
these dyes causes a decrease in their transition energy as predicted
by the perturbation principle. The present dyes exhibit sharp and
substantial two-photon absorption owing to a diminishment of
covalency at the p bonds. We also successfully determined their
diradical characters y0 by using the experimental values of the OPA
and TPA state energies.

Croconaine and squaraine dyes have been recognized as closed-
shell molecules so far, although they include oxyallyl diradical
structures at oxocarbon units. This result not only claries that the
present oxocarbon derivatives are a novel class of stable dir-
adicaloids but also provides new insight by incorporating the
concept of the intermediate open-shell character into the under-
standing of molecular properties in NIR absorbing functional dyes
that have been recognized as covalent and closed-shell molecules.
Itmight be necessary to revisit the theoretical framework regarding
design, synthesis, structure, stability, optical properties, and
magnetic properties of croconaine dyes and squaraine dyes from
the viewpoint of singlet diradicaloids.
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